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Abstract
Aims, objectives and methods: The study we have conducted aims to evaluate Moroccan students’ satisfaction level with regard to the use of distance learning platforms during the Covid 19 confinement period. We also attempt to examine the impact of distance learning on the students’ mental health. Our research has demonstrated that imposing distance learning as a learning process to students produces a substantial stress level within 49% of the investigated student population. Indeed, the students’ full immersion in distance learning process has obviously arose technical and pedagogical brakes within (87%) of the questioned student population, and also psychological brakes within (27%) of the respondent population. Furthermore, the particularity of this confinement’s period has brought to light three students’ categories regarding the use of distance learning in their training and learning process and behavior.

Recommendations: Our study’s results can be considered very relevant because they show a clear correlation between the adoption of distance learning, as a new teaching approach, and the perceived stress level (49%) involved during this process. Therefore, the clear necessity of material, pedagogical and psychological supports to be implemented during this transition stage.
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Introduction
With the concern of a better management of this quarantine period which the major aim is the slowdown of the Covid 19 pandemic alarming spread, Morocco has been among the first countries that implemented health emergency. In this regard, the Department of National Education, Professional Training, Higher Education and Scientific Research has swiftly made available for the students’ community, as of March 16th 2020, a set of television channels, radio stations, digital portals and platforms. This situation has immediately triggered the cancellation of the “presential” courses following the shutdown of all the schools and university.
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institutions. As an aftermath of this situation, the students found themselves compelled, even though unprepared, to engage in a new learning process. We need to emphasize the fact that the Department of National Education, Professional Training, Higher Education and Scientific Research has been very reactive to students learning needs, since the beginning of the confinement period. The Department has hence responded by making available all the necessary learning tools, and achieving the required efforts which are qualified as colossal considering the short time frame time during which the process has been implemented. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate to question ourselves about the level of acceptance, involvement and satisfaction of our students towards this new learning pattern. Indeed, due to the various quarantine measures, Moroccan university students quickly have became aware that the confinement period does not signify some kind of vacation or holiday but rather an opportunity to resume the studies and courses through a new process: remote or distance learning which has overnight kept the studies and courses through a new process: remote or distance learning which has overnight kept the students away from their teachers’ support.

As a matter of fact, many questions arose during the confinement’s two first weeks, through social media networks regarding the quality level of distance learning and the students’ perceptions of this new modus operandi and also the future of the conventional teaching and learning. For the purpose of this research paper, our study aims to shade light on the satisfaction level of university students regarding distance learning and some of its implications.

**Material and research methods**

We have conducted from March 17th to April 30th 2020 a transversal study. In order to answer our research questions, we have disseminated an investigation questionnaire that is divided in three sections: the first is related to the respondents’ socio demographic characteristics, the second unit of the questionnaire is composed of the PSS10 scale in order to assess the students’ perceived stress level during the confinement period. The PSS10 includes two factors: The first factor contains (06) six negative items measuring the individual’s “stress perception”. In the opposite, the second factor contains (04) four positive items measuring the “coping with” or the adaptation to the stress. The total stress score is obtained through the sum of the different responses after the inversion of positive items and it varies from 0 to 40. A higher score shows a superior level of perceived stress. The third unit of the questionnaire contains (05) five items corresponding to the students’ satisfaction towards distance learning. Our statistical methodology is based upon two axis: descriptive statistics and analytical statistics. The first axis is a step allowing the description and analysis of the variables object of study namely distance learning and stress. The analytical part includes the connection verification of the different variables studied by using chi-two test. Moreover, and for a better results’ accuracy, we have calculated the Cronbach’s alpha for the total of items. One alpha included between 0,6 and 0,8 is acceptable for an exploratory study. The target population of the investigation is composed of Ibn Tofail’s University (City of Kénitra, Morocco) students, all levels and fields of study mixed. The questionnaire was distributed to the students through their institutional emails.

On the ethical level, all the respondent students have been adequately been informed about the research’s scope and purpose, about the data confidentiality and the respect of the respondents’ privacy and anonymity. All the investigations’ procedures have all been conducted in accordance with Ibn Tofail’s University regulations’ chart.

**Results:**

A. The sociodemographic and economic parameter of our population’s sample

In our study, 123 students agreed to answer our research questionnaire, 54% are female (n=66), with a sex ratio (feminine/masculine) of 1.1. The average age of all our sample is 21 years old.

B. Questionnaire validation

1. Perceived stress questionnaire

The perceived stress questionnaire allowed us to grasp the stress level experienced by the students during the confinement that has been enforced by the Moroccan authorities during two to three months. The questionnaire accuracy is tested as follows:

a) **Questionnaire’s Internal consistency:**

   In order to determine the internal coherence of our questionnaire, we have calculated the Cronbach’s index for all the items. The Cronbach’s alpha value of the total of our items was 0.7, which explains the homogeneity of the different questionnaire’s dimensions (PSS10).

b) **Factorial analysis**

   So as to perform a factorial analysis of the questionnaire, we have taken into consideration the index value of KMO and Bartlett’s sphericity test. In our research, the KMO index was 0.7>0.5 [6-7]. This reveals an acceptable value to perform factorial analysis. Thus the Bartlett’s testsphericity is highly significant.
In our attempt to study the factorial structure of the gathered data, we have opted for the Principal Component Analysis (PCA), this latter was achieved with a varimax rotation over all the questionnaires’ items. This analysis made it possible for us to keep two factors which explain 70% of the total variance. The first factor explains the variability of the items linked to negative stress (items 1,2,3,6,9 and 10), whereas the second factor indicates the variability of items related to stress adaptation (items; 4,5,7 and 8). Based on the results, we have observed satisfactory psychometric properties of PSS10 scale.

**Table 2 : Indice KMO Index and Bartlett’s test**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items number</th>
<th>Cronbach’s value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) Questionnaire’s consistency regarding the students’ satisfaction towards distance learning during the Covid 19 confinement period

Regarding the psychometric properties of our questionnaire related to students’s satisfaction towards distance learning during the Covid 19 quarantine, we have calculated the Cronbach’s index. This one is [satisfactory] with a value superior to 0.7 (0.83).

**Table 3: Questionnaire’s answers distribution dealing with distance learning.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On which platform or application do you follow your training?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft teams</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google hangout</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social network</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you describe its use?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapted to the course</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are you satisfied about distance learning?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>0.05*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The difference is significant at level 0.05 (bilateral).*

During the confinement period, distance learning has been seen as an appropriate learning process to solve the issue of the presential courses’ cancellation due to the health pandemic crisis in Morocco. This experience which is perceived as a panacea in this confinement period, has started despite the efforts strived, without a real prior preparedness. Besides, if teaching through information technology aims to ensure the courses’ continuum, many pedagogical, technical and psychological dysfunctions have been recorded regarding distance learning. This particular fact has consequently involved a direct impact regarding students’ learning and their physical and psychological health. In this perspective, our study has set as an objective which consists on examining the impact of presential courses’ cancellation on students’, so we can be able to answer the following question: What is/are the effect(s) of distance learning? This question is very crucial because it tries to measure the students’ familiarization with distance learning platforms. The obtained results point out that 46% of our sample use social networks (i.e. WhatsApp) for pedagogical purposes at the expense of distance learning platforms like (Google Classroom). This explains our hypothesis that stipulates that both students and teachers are not completely familiarized with exclusive learning platforms. In other words, if the doxa defends the idea that we are dealing with a hyper “connected” generation, the opposite is quite possible this generation is not enough digitalized to easily shift towards distance learning.

As supporting evidence, 59% of the investigated population, shows a neat preference for the paper as learning medium which can be preserved for a long time unlike digital material. If the over use of paper is criticized by the ecologist community, our sample unveils a preference for this kind of physical support in terms of security and a symbol of equality to other individuals. Furthermore, during a presential course, an affective complicity between the teacher and his students is created allowing them to animate their exchanges and to weave a genuine relationship that is not possible for digital application to secure for students.

Through his presence, the teacher undertakes a double role, he is a facilitator and a mediator which are greatly needed by students. This is to announce that technology-based learning is perceived unable of efficiency compared to presential teaching because solely 13% of our sample considers pedagogical distance learning in opposition to 87% that judge it unsatisfactory at the pedagogical scale.
Consequently, some kind of reassessment should be done regarding the learning logistic and the pedagogical practices should be adjusted in order to guarantee distance learning efficiency. Our sample considers that remote learning is full of imperfections and several obstacles make it inappropriate at the pedagogical level and provokes a straight impact on the students’ psychology. The figure below illustrates the different impediments encountered by the respondent students during distance learning activities in a confinement period:

Figure 1: Distribution of main obstacles encountered by Ibn Tofail’s university students during technology-based learning activities

According to the above mentioned figure we observe that many obstacles make distance learning uneasy for students. These obstacles range from multiple natures: technical, psychological or pedagogical.

a. Technical obstacles: They represent a serious issue for approximatively 30% of the questioned students, meaning 37 persons from 123 individuals population. These technical obstacles are indeed connected with the misconceptions about the use of distance learning platforms or furthermore the lack of technical assistance or again the inexistence of internet network home subscription.

b. Psychological obstacles: They reveal the dread expressed by 27% of students and concerning their hesitation and uncertainty to adapt themselves each time with a new tool or their fear about their privacy, identity confidentiality when they use distance learning process (a hacking risk for instance).

c. Various obstacles: they unveil the lack of confidence of 28% of the questioned respondents towards the trustworthiness of the Web to protect them against recurring fraudulent activities.

d. Pedagogical impediments: This category of obstacles was only mentioned by 15% of the questioned students. This leads us to deduce that during the quarantine period, the psychological issue represents a real burden for students, followed in the last rank by the pedagogical concern. Hence, the necessity to monitor and verify the anxiety level of the students’ population during this specific quarantine period.

Table 4: Distribution of the response in relation with distance learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did distance learning modify your learning ability?</td>
<td>64 (52%)</td>
<td>59(48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will distance learning involve an improvement in the future at the teaching level?</td>
<td>73(59%)</td>
<td>50(41%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After this experience would you like to do without presential teacher for ever?</td>
<td>70(57%)</td>
<td>53(43%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the purpose to deepen our investigation, we have questioned the students if distance learning process will modify their learning ability and the value of 52% of the respondents revealed a negative direct impact which demonstrate their fear and anguish towards distance learning way. However, 59% of the questioned students declare themselves confident in the remote learning ability to improve the teaching quality in the future. Besides, these students believe that distance learning can be a suitable means in order to fill the gaps of the current system. Besides, 57% of students declare their preference for distance learning after this experience. This lead us to conclude that it is not that the tool that seems to be problematical to students but rather the way of its implementation and the period of its application.

Indeed, this student’s generation qualifies itself as technology open and savvy, easily using digital technologies and applications. Nevertheless, the problem is embodied in the manner of launching distance learning as a new learning process with no prior preparation or training that triggered student’s anxiety particularly in the confinement circumstance. At the psychological level, we have observed that 49% of the questioned students declare a perceived stress (pathological).

According to the bi-varied analysis, we have observed a significant link between the students’ mental health represented by their perceived stress and the satisfaction towards distance learning (chi-two=10.01; P-Value=0.01). Likewise, we have remarked that students who have experimented a perceived stress represent 3 times more than
between the psychological state and the students’ satisfaction towards distance learning. So as to determine this relationship we have used the (PSS10) test. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for the PSS-10 in this research was 0.83 which indicates a good internal coherence. This result is compliant to previous studies who have reported a higher internal coherence for the PSS-10. Furthermore, the corrected correlations between the elements and the total were equally situated in an acceptable range. We need to stress the fact that the students experienced a psychological unrest during the Covid 19 quarantine period. This was revealed by our research as we have observed a very significant students’ perceived stress. This particular situation could be derived from several factors, some studies conducted during the same confinement time period, unveiled that the exposition to social media was positively correlated to negative emotions such as depression and anxiety.

Some studies highlighted the fact that early prevention and control of Covid 19 provide some protection against psychological distress and were associated to low levels of anxiety. During the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic in 2003, early prevention and control were associated with moderate anxiety levels.

We can deduce that provided they benefit from an appropriate sanitary education, people become aware that efficient prevention and monitoring measures can protect them from infection, hence decreasing the concerns related to life and health threats. Another study has revealed that health education, particularly targeting knowledge improvement about Covid 19 among very educated individuals, can help them sustain an optimistic attitude and promote the deployment of appropriate prevention and control measures.
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specific pattern of some courses featuring a practical aspect and consequently identifying the teacher as the vertebral column in the training action\textsuperscript{19}. This fact led some students to prefer the paper medium at the expense of digital one. In Morocco, distance learning is not a new topic. Indeed, we have already witnessed by the past, a succession of numerous distance learning programs and projects in partnership with international organisms aiming to train teachers to use different digital resources either in hard skills or soft skills. However, the particularity of distance learning action was its matching with the confinement\textsuperscript{(s)} requirements, which allows us to distinguish three students’ categories: those who strive themselves to follow distance courses with all the emerging stress and the equipment needed. A second category include the students who drop out distance courses during the confinement period because they lack a clear vision about their future and becoming and a which increases their stress level as a consequence. Finally, the third category of students are those wishing to benefit from this learning process, however they cannot due to the unavailability of relevant equipment at home and this fact creates for them a lasting disability and anxiety feeling.

No one can neglect the fact that throughout the training action, there is a close bond that is created between the teacher, the student and the support which has not been located by students during distance learning. Hence, we observe the significant relationship between the course medium, the method and the course instructor. We, therefore, deduce consider that distance learning is an alternative solution to override the issue of coming to class rooms amidst this confinement period. Nevertheless, the pedagogical action has not been completely examined which leads us to suggest that in the future, it would be appropriate to switch between the two concepts: conventional and mediatized along with a good training effort for those who will use this last kind in order to be skillful in its utilization \textsuperscript{20} and bypass the different psychological and pedagogical brakes.

**Conclusion:**

The use of distance learning platforms is not new within Moroccan university. However, its enforcement during a special confinement circumstance due to Covid 19 pandemic crisis, made it specific and compulsory for all the students, a statement that has motivated our investigation and its contextualization in the university setting namely, Ibn Tofail’s university at Kenitra city, Morocco. This research has been conducted in a particular confinement context. Given these circumstance, we had no trouble in gathering all the necessary required data through email, in order to state that there is clearly a direct relationship between the level of student satisfaction towards distance learning and its impact on mental health and perceived stress. Obviously, our research is merely a trigger to motivate other researchers to further dig the field in this perspective in order to implement real mechanisms (pedagogical cell and psychological support) able to enhance our universities’ actions regarding the achievement of their goals in distance learning.

**The added value of the study:**

This scientific contribution encourage all persons in charge of the pedagogical system to further involvement in psychological, material and pedagogical matters in order to ensure the success in the future of distance learning. The added value of our study is to demonstrate the situation of the psychological state of the students and their satisfaction with distance learning during the period of Covid 19 in Morocco.
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